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Abstract
The EU project TwentyOne will support cross lan
guage queries in a multilingual document base A
prototype version of the TwentyOne system has been
subjected to the Cross Language track tests in order
to set baseline performances The runs were based on
query translation using dictionaries and corpus based
disambiguation methods
 Introduction
   TwentyOne project
TwentyOne is a  MECU project with  partners
 
funded by the EU Telematics program sector In
formation Engineering The project subtitle is De
velopment of a Multimedia Information Transaction
and Dissemination Tool TwentyOne started early
	 and is currently in its building phase
The TwentyOne database consists of documents in
di
erent languages initially Dutch English French
and German but extensions to other European lan
guages are envisaged The TREC Cross Language
CLIR track task ts our needs to evaluate the sys
tem on the aspect of cross language retrieval perfor
mance
  TREC
Although the development of the full scale Twenty
One system just started in the summer of 
TwentyOne accepted the challenge to participate in
the cross language track of TREC	
Whether we would complete the task was a com
plete question because at that moment May 
 
Project partners are Getronics software TNOTPD
DFKI Rank Xerox Grenoble University of Twente University
of Tubingen MOOI foundation Environ Climate Alliance
VODO and Friends of the Earth
the TNOmonolingual vector space search engine was
still under development and untested The delivery
of a fast workstation was also delayed and moreover
the consortium was still negotiating with two pub
lishers to acquire bilingual dictionaries But nally
all hard soft and lingware became available just
in time to complete some runs in two hectic weeks
without any time for thorough testing
  Cross Language Retrieval in
TwentyOne
The primary approach to Cross Language Retrieval
in TwentyOne will be Document Translation DT
There are certain advantages and disadvantages to
DT
  DT reduces the Cross Language Retrieval task
to a monolingual search issue
  The quality of a translation can in principle be
better because the full document context is avail
able In the case of query translation there is
often very little context
  Document translation is slow but can be done
o
line
  DT requires a full translation of the document
base for each supported language which makes
it not really scalable
The DT approach in TwentyOne will be supple
mented with query translation as a fallback option
and local feedback in the target language for recall
enhancement
A more elaborate description can be found in 
However we will test this approach not until TREC
because the systems partial translation module is not
yet nished
The goal of this years TREC	 participation our
rst participation is to test the monolingual search

system and perform baseline runs with dictionary
based word translation as a preparation to a full eval
uation of TwentyOne within TREC
 Experimental setup
  Retrieval System
The TwentyOne demonstrator

system is based on
two types of indexes
  A fuzzy phrase index ngram search on phrases
extracted from the documents via NLP
  A standard Vector Space Model VSM index
based on lemmas
The rst index type is well suited for short queries
and interactive query renement whereas the VSM
index is better suited for longer queries For TREC	
all experiments have been done with the TNO vec
tor space engine This index employs straightforward
tdf weighting and document length normalization
As preprocessing step we used the Xerox morpho
logical tools for tokenization PartofSpeech POS
disambiguation and lemmatization

 The dictionary
part of the index used for the TREC	 experiments
consists of a concatenation of lemma and POS tag
Function words were excluded from the indexing pro
cess based on their POS tag No traditional stopping
list was used
 Bilingual dictionaries
The translation of the topics was based on a word
by word translation process using the VLIS lexi
cal database from van Dale publishers The VLIS
database is a relational database which contains all
lexical knowledge that is used for publishing the dic
tionaries Dutch foreign language German French
English Spanish So the database is based on Dutch
headwords with translation relations to equivalent
lemmas in the foreign languages The lexical ma
terial from the foreign language  Dutch compan
ion dictionaries is not included in the VLIS database
This has some important consequences for its use in
a translation system There are three di
erent types
of language pairs
  Translating from Dutch to a foreign language
This is essentially equivalent to taking the
printed version of the van Dale dictionary and
looking up each word

httptwentyonetpdtnonl

including compound splitting for German and Dutch
  Translating from a foreign language to Dutch
Although the foreign Dutch material is not in
the database we can simply lookup Dutch head
words that have the query term as a translation
by specifying an appropriate SQL query
  Translating between two foreign languages This
is simply a combination of the previous types
Look for words in the target language which are
a translation of a Dutch lemma which in turn
has the query word in the source language as its
translation
The VLIS database contains simple and composite
multiword lemmas for  languages Dutch being
the pivot language For Dutch there are k entries
corresponding to about k concepts These con
cepts have translations into French Spanish German
and English
English 	k k k
German k k k
French k k 	k
Spanish k k 	k
Table  Number of translation relations sim
ple composite and total in the Van Dale Lexical
database
For TREC	 we only used the simple lemmas The
Xerox morphological tools were used to lemmatize
the words in the query in order to nd translations
 Noun phrase corpus
In order to rene the crude word by word transla
tion strategy a list of Noun Phrases NP was com
piled from the TREC corpus the AP  and 
data set The NPs were extracted with the standard
NLP tools as used in the TwentyOne system viz
morphological analysis and POS disambiguation with
the Xerox nite state tools followed by NP extraction
with the TNO parser The NPs are not just bigrams
but are maximal  ie they can can contain embedded
structures with conjunctions PPmodication etc
The NPs were sorted and then counted resulting in
a list of unique phrases with frequency of occurrence
As a last step stopwords were removed
 Description of runs
Because the test environment was up and running
rather late we decided to restrict tests to the En

glish document base but perform cross language ex
periments with the Dutch German and French ver
sion of the topics We used no specialized procedure
to construct a query from a topic description

 all
runs were fully automatic full topics or their trans
lations were used as queries
Heres a short description of the runs
 A baseline monolingual run tnoee
 A run based on the MT translated German
topics which were provided by Maryland tn
odemt
 Take the preferred translation from the dictio
nary tnoe where  can be d f or nl
 Take all translations from the dictionary ie
each topic word is substituted by a list of all
translations from the dictionary tnoe
 Mark the Noun Phrases in the original topic
Subsequently replace each word by a list of its
translations This results in a multitude of pos
sible translations of each NP The possible trans
lations are disambiguated using the NP corpus
which was described in the previous subsection
Section  describes the disambiguation proce
dure in more detail Finally queries are con
structed either by
  mapping translation probabilities into term
weights tnoe
  taking the most probable translation
tnoe
 Disambiguation
Disambiguation of the translated NPs is based on
candidate NPs extracted from the document base
The introduction of NPs or any multiword expres
sion in the translation process leads to two types of
ambiguity sense ambiguity and structural ambiguity
or underspecication which are displayed in a data
structure called a translation chart
Figure  gives the French translation chart of the
English NP third world war Each word in this NP
can have several translations that are displayed in the
bottom cells of the chart the socalled sense ambigu
ity According to a list of French NPs there may be
two candidate multiword translations tiers monde
for the English NP third world and guerre mondiale

Query stopwords like document and relevant were not
excluded
for world war These candidate translations are dis
played in the upper cells of the chart Because the
internal structure of NPs was not available for the
translation process we can translate a full NP by de
composing it in several ways For example third world
war can be split up in the separate translation of ei
ther third world and war or in the separate translation
of third and world war

tiers monde guerre mondiale
troisieme monde guerre
tiers mondiale bataille
terre
third world war
Figure  translation chart of third world war
The chart of gure  represents a total of  possi
ble translations of which only one is troisieme guerre
mondiale Constructing the translation chart and
nding the most probable translation was done as
follows
 The query is tagged and NPs are extracted from
it The disambiguation procedure is only used
to disambiguate the NPs from the query
 During dictionary lookup the bottom cells of
the translation chart are lled Later on in the
project dictionary lookup can be extended with
the composite lemmas from the dictionary
 The upper cells of the translation chart are lled
with candidate NPs that contain words of the
corresponding bottom cells If possible transla
tions of two or more cells coocurred in an ex
tracted NP the possible translations are treated
as a candidate NP
 Probabilities are assigned to the candidate NPs
in each cell of the translation chart Probabilities
are based on the frequency of the candidate NP
in the document base and on the contents of the
dictionary In the nal version of the Twenty
One system information from parallel corpora
will also be used to estimate probabilities 
 Take the most probable candidate NP that con
tains possible translations of each word of the
query NP

	 If there is no such candidate NP repeat step  for
n   candidate NPs If there is still no match
backo
 to n  NPs until a match is found
For the example of gure  the algorithm has to
backo
 once because there is no candidate NP that
covers the translation of all the words of the query
NP the top of the chart is empty After one back
o
 step there is still some ambiguity left Queries can
be constructed either by mapping the probabilities of
the translations into term weights or by taking the
most probable translation
 Discussion
  Results
run name average prec performance
relative to
baseline 
tnoee  
tnode  
tnodex  	
tnode 	 
tnodex  
tnode  	
tnode  
tnodemt  
tnofe  
tnofex  
tnofe  
tnofex  
tnofe  
tnofe  
tnonle  
tnonlex  	
tnonle  	
tnonlex  
tnonle  
tnonle  	
Table  Results
Table  lists the the non interpolated average pre
cision and the relative performance with respect to
the baseline version tnoee

 Preprocessing bugs
The results gave us reason to have another look at the
translated queries for the di
erent languages Due to

The average precision has been computed on the basis of
only  of the 	 topics
the enormous time constraints our system still con
tained some minor bugs that a
ected the CL results
of all three languages eg wrong handling of capital
letters hyphens diacritial markers etc One of these
minor bugs had major implications the character 
used as an escape character in one of the intermedi
ate formats caused a lot of not relevant hits because
it was not removed in all the runs
In the table we included unocial bugx runs for
the runs labelled  and  These runs in particular
tnode tnofe tnofe tnonle tnonle and also the
runs  and 	 which are not listed in the table all
su
ered severely from the bug
The lexical lookup and tokenizing process is still
far from perfect though Especially the handling of
compounds geographical names and diacritics needs
to be improved for TREC
 Fundamental problems
A rst look at the translated queries also gives some
indication of errors that are not due to bugs in our
implementation but due to our approach to CLIR
multiword expressions Not using the multiword
expressions from the van Dale lexical database is
probably the most important source of errors It
leads to obvious errors like the wrong translation
of eg pommes de terres It also leads to errors
in the translation of phrases that seem to exist
of word by word translations like eg deuxieme
guerre mondiale which is in English second world
war In French mondiale is an adjective and pos
sible translations are worldwide and global but
not the noun world Of course if the correct
translation is not among the possible transla
tions the disambiguation procedure will not nd
it either the multiword expression world war
does have an entry in van Dale
Proper names Because we did not use a module for
proper name recognition the system will try to
translate them which for instance leads to the
translation of Kurt Waldheim into Kurt forest
home
Tagger errors The current system performs syn
tactic disambiguation before dictionary lookup
the Xerox tagger and sense diambiguation af
ter dictionary lookup The Xerox tagger will
make a small percentage of errors during the tag
ging process which leads to wrong translations
Maybe skipping syntactic disambiguation would
be benecial because there is a nal disambigua
tion step in the target language

 MT vs dictionary lookup
The LOGOS MT run does underperform suprisingly
Upon closer inspection we found that a lot of its bad
performance can be attributed to lack of robustness
with respect to tokenization compound handling
and most importantly by gaps in its dictionary Com
mon but vital topic terms like Parfum Baumwolle
en Akupunktur were left untranslated
 Conclusion  Outlook
We have succeeded in building a CLIR system which
performs above median for most runs We believe the
performance of the monolingual system can be siginif
icantly improved by incorporating the latest weight
ing methods tuning stoplist and some more attention
to topic preprocessing
The general picture of our CLIR runs is that taking
the preferred translation from the dictionary works
better than taking all translations with equal prob
ability But more important the corpus based dis
ambiguation technique seems to result in signicant
improvements We dont know yet how much of this
improvement is due to the phrase context Its also
not clear whether taking the most probable transla
tion is better than taking the probability vector as
the translation for each term
Although its easy to produce a table lled with av
erage precision gures its hard to draw conclusions
about the relative merits of the di
erent systems and
methods The quality of a signicant part of the topic
translations provided by NIST and CLIR participants
is not without errors or omissions which makes com
parisons across languages less meaningful even com
paring to the English baseline The variance of the
results among the topics is also extremely high be
cause of gaps in the translation dictionaries This
makes a comparison of CLIR methodologies based on
di
erent dictionaries

an impossible task Supplying
a baseline dictionary like the baseline Speech Rec
ognizer results delivered by NIST in the SDR track
would enable a more meaningful comparison of dic
tionary based methods Otherwise CLIR participants
might nd themselves comparing the coverage of their
dictionaries instead of comparing methods for CLIR
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	 Questionnaire
  OVERALL APPROACH

   What basic approach do you take to crosslanguage retrieval
X Query Translation IN TREC
X Document Translation  in the project and probably in TREC	
  Other
 
  Were manual translations of the original NIST topics used as a
starting point for any of your crosslanguage runs
X No
  Yes
 
  Were the automatically translated Logos MT documents used
for any of your crosslanguage runs
X No
  Yes
 
  Were the automatically translated Logos MT topics used
for any of your crosslanguage runs
  No
X Yes
 run tnodemt 
 MANUAL QUERY FORMULATION

No manual query formulation
 USE OF MANUALLY GENERATED DATA RESOURCES

  What kind of manually generated data resources were used
X Dictionaries
  Thesauri
X Partofspeech Lists
X Other
 Lemmatizers
 Were they generated with information retrieval in mind or were
they taken from related fields
  Information Retrieval
  Machine Translation
X Linguistic Research
X General Purpose Dictionaries
  Other
 
 Were they specifically tuned for the data being searched ie
	
with special terminology or generalpurpose
  Tuned for data Please specify 
X General purpose
 What amount of work was involved in adapting them for use in
your information retrieval system
Dictionaries  days
Morphology  days
 Size
For dictionary size cf table  in the paper
 Availability  Please also provide sourcesreferences
X Commercial Xerox Xelda toolkit
X Proprietary Van Dale dictionaries
  Free
  Other
 
 USE OF AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED DATA RESOURCES

  Form of the automatically constructed data resources
  Lexicon
  Thesaurus
  Similarity matrix
X Other
 List of Noun Phrases extracted from the corpus
 What sort of training data was used to construct them
X Same data as used for searches
 
  Similar data as used for searches
 
  Other data
 
 Size
   million  entries
    MBytes
 Was there any manual cleanup involved in the construction process
  Yes
 
X No
 Rough resource estimates for building the data resources ie an
indicator of the computational complexity of the process
  Sparc Ultra  Mhz hours
   MBytes of memory used
   temporary disk space
 GENERAL


  How dependent is the system on the data resources used Could they
easily be replaced if better sources were available
  Very dependent
 
  Somewhat dependent
 
X Easily replacable
 
  Dont know
 Would the approach used potentially benefit if there were better
data resources eg bigger dictionary or morebetter aligned texts
for training available for tests
  Yes
 a lot
 
X Yes
 somewhat
 
  No
 not significantly
 
  Dont know
 Would the approach used potentially suffer a lot if similar
data resources of lesser quality noisier dictionary
 wrong domain
of terminology were used as a replacement
  Yes a lot
 
X Yes
 somewhat
 
  No
 not significantly
 
  Dont know
 Are similar resources available for other languages than those used
X Yes
 Spanish
  No

